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ABSTRACT
High-resolution panoramic video with a wide field-of-view
is popular in many contexts. However, in many examples,
like surveillance and sports, it is often desirable to zoom and
pan into the generated video. A challenge in this respect is
real-time support, but in this demo, we present an end-to-
end real-time panorama system with interactive zoom and
panning. Our system installed at Alfheim stadium, a Nor-
wegian premier league soccer team, generates a cylindrical
panorama from five 2K cameras live where the perspective
is corrected in real-time when presented to the client. This
gives a better and more natural zoom compared to existing
systems using perspective panoramas and zoom operations
using plain crop. Our experimental results indicate that vir-
tual views can be generated far below the frame-rate thresh-
old, i.e., on a GPU, the processing requirement per frame is
about 10 milliseconds.

The proposed demo lets participants interactively zoom
and pan into stored panorama videos generated at Alfheim
stadium and from a live 2-camera array on-site.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Video; I.4.9
[Applications]: Video

General Terms
Experimentation, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Panoramic video is becoming increasingly more popular

in various scenarios. In the context of arena sports like soc-
cer, it provides opportunities for innovation in broadcasting
and in the area of game analysis. For example, based on a
camera array covering the whole field, virtual views can be
supported by zooming and panning into a stitched panorama
video, e.g., allowing individual users to interactively control
his or her own virtual camera. This type of challenges has
attracted researchers’ attentions for more than a decade [15,
17, 5, 7, 11, 6, 18], but often the zoom is made by simple
cropping, or it does not scale. As can be seen in the litera-
ture, the challenges in providing such interactive experiences
to a large audience span several fields, and one such chal-
lenge is to provide a real-time pannable and zoomable virtual
camera to several thousands or even millions of users.

In this respect, we present an end-to-end real-time system
to interactively zoom and pan into high-resolution panoramic
videos. In contrast to many existing systems supporting
zoom by cropping into a perspective panorama video, our
system uses cylindrical panorama as an intermediate repre-
sentation. Here, the perspective of the virtual view is cor-
rected in real-time, and the result is a better and more nat-
ural zoom. The client has full freedom to pan, tilt and zoom
into the panorama video using the system. The system sup-
ports (live switching between) several algorithms for pixel in-
terpolation. Furthermore, our experimental results indicate
that such zoomed virtual views can be generated far below
the frame-rate threshold where an unoptimized GPU imple-
mentation generates a virtual view frame in about 10 ms.
Thus, taking into account recent trends in device develop-
ment, our approach should be able to scale to a large num-
ber of concurrent users in the near future to spectators and
fans both within the stadium as well as outside. Inside the
stadium, the Cisco connected stadium solution [4] already
in use in more than 200 venues world-wide can be used to
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Figure 1: Demonstration setup

broadcast the panorama video to the spectators, and for
users at home, there exist several scalable streaming solu-
tions like segmented HTTP streaming [3, 13] or panorama
video transfers in real-time [9].

In this demonstration, we present two versions of our sys-
tem. The first is a demonstration which uses a recorded five
2K-camera panorama video from Alfheim stadium where the
current prototype is installed. The second demonstration
is a live, scaled down version1 of the system with two 2K
cameras zooming into live recorded video at the conference
venue. The motivation is to provide a hands-on experience
of such a system. The demo will allow users to interact with
the virtual camera in both stored and live scenes.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system presented in this demo is part of a larger sys-

tem where the current prototype is running at Alfheim sta-
dium in Tromsø. This system has been presented before [10,
14], but without the possibility to interactively zoom an pan
into a high-resolution panorama.

2.1 System Setup
The relevant part of the system in this context is divided

into a panorama generation part and a video delivery part,
which supports our user-controlled interactive virtual cam-
eras. A sketch of our system is given in figure 1. In this
section, we describe these two parts.

2.1.1 Real-time Panorama Video Capture
To capture the entire soccer field, we use five Basler in-

dustry vision cameras [2], each of which delivers a maximum
resolution of 2046×1086 pixels at 50 frames per second over

1The live 2-camera setup is due to hardware constraints
bringing equipment to the conference venue. The five cam-
era version requires several recording machines and a pro-
cessing machine. A live view from the camera setup at
Alfheim stadium could be possible, but as we sometimes
have bandwidth problems over the 19-hop Tromsø-Oslo link,
we expect an even lower available bandwidth from Tromsø
to Singapore.

Gigabit Ethernet. We use an 8 mm lens [1] with virtually
no image distortion, allowing us to bypass the lossy debar-
reling step of our previous real-time pipeline [16]. To max-
imize the panorama resolution, the cameras are rotated by
90° (see figure 2), giving a vertical field of view of 66°. Fur-
thermore, the cameras are mounted in a circular pattern.
This means that they are pitched, yawed and rolled to look
directly through a point 5 cm in front of the lenses, in an
attempt to reduce parallax effects. As a result of this, only
minor adjustments are required before the images can be
stitched together. The video capture system also determines
the required exposure, which requires frequent changes due
to quickly changing light conditions outdoors. In this re-
spect, auto-exposure is performed on the center camera once
every 4 seconds, and the camera reader module broadcasts
the resulting exposure parameters to the other camera read-
ers.

Figure 2: Mounted camera array

After the generation of the panorama video, it is encoded
and compressed using x264. At the moment, with a focus
on video quality, the system still demands a large network
bandwidth to the full resolution panorama video. However,
there are large potentials for trading of quality for lower
bandwidth requirements (but an investigation of this is out
of scope for this demonstration).

2.1.2 Live Panoramic Zoom and Panning
To deliver a virtual camera to clients, the panorama video

is delivered to the client device. Currently, we use HTTP
segment streaming (no quality adaption at the time of writ-
ing, but it can easily be added in the future). The segments
of the panoramic videos are served by an Apache server along
with a manifest file. The manifest file is used to inform the
clients when the next file is ready for download. In case
of live streaming, the viewer checks the manifest file peri-
odically and downloads the next segment when ready. As
soon as the panoramic video segment is transferred, it is de-
coded for processing by the multi-threaded client process.
The downloading thread runs in the background without
blocking either the display thread or the user input thread.

Using the cylindrical panorama as an intermediate rep-
resentation, our system then generate an arbitrary virtual
camera view from the position of the camera array. All
the details of the pixel calculations are out of scope of this
demonstration description (see [8]), but the main operation
is to find the pixels of the virtual camera image from the
cylindrical texture as shown in figure 3. A pin-hole camera
model is used, and the a point projection from a 3D point to
an image point is calculated using a 3D rotation matrix as
a function of the rotation angles around the x, y and z axes.
A particular pixel is then found by calculating the ray that
passes from the camera center to the pixel. The intersection
of this ray with the cylinder gives the exact position on the
cylindrical texture. Finally, since there is sub-pixel accu-
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Figure 3: The intersection of the ray from the virtual view
with the unit cylinder of the panorama image.

racy of the intersection calculation, the used pixel value is
calculated using interpolation of all the surrounding pixels.

The user has the full freedom to pan, tilt and zoom, being
his or hers own camera-man2. The virtual camera view is
corrected to a perspective view very similar to that of a
physical camera as shown in figure 4.

Cylindrical	  panorama	  

Virtual	  camera	  

Figure 4: The virtual camera is generated from the region
of interest marked in the panorama video. Note that it is
not a simple crop from the bigger video.

2.2 System Performance
We have earlier shown that our system can generate pano-

rama video in real-time using four 1K cameras [16]. Going
for higher resolution, we have now distributed the capture
and processing of five 2K cameras, and we are able to gen-
erate the panorama frames in 34.58 ms on an Intel i7 CPU.
This is below our 25 fps threshold. The generated video can
either be stored to disk or forwarded directly to connected
client devices.

When presented to the user, the zooming and panning op-
erations can be performed on both the sender and receiver
side. In the current setup, we as explained above transmit
the panorama video to the display device like a laptop. Here,
the zoom and pan operations are executed where the per-
spective is corrected from the cylindrical panorama in real-
time. We use the GPU on the client side, and each frame for
virtual camera view with Full HD resolution (1920 × 1080)
can be generated in about 10 milliseconds on a machine with
an Intel i7-2600 CPU and an Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 GPU

2An example video using the known ball position, where the
virtual camera-man is following the ball is shown here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=554RjEEtw3o

– again, far below the target 25 fps requirement. This time
is dependent of the output resolution, and going for a mobile
phone resolution it can be further reduced by a millisecond
or two, e.g., about 1.5 milliseconds for iPhone 4 and 5.

3. DEMONSTRATION
In this demo, we present a system for real-time interactive

zooming and panning of panorama video. The general setup
is shown in figure 1. We use two types of panorama input.
We use stored panorama video captured in the Alfheim soc-
cer stadium (the European League game between Tromsø IL
and Tottenham Hotspurs) [12]. The video was recorded us-
ing five 2K industrial cameras, and processed and stitched
in a distributed system. We also use a live system using
2 cameras on site to generate the panorama video. Both
the stored-video and the live-video demos work in real-time,
and the user interactions have a very low delay from com-
mand to visual response – thus, a user can be his or her own
cameraman!
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